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Fig. 1: Screenshot from John Waters on The Way I See It, 2019.

Fig. 2: Studio work in progress, 2021, Hunter College, New York.
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Fig. 3: Screenshot from Notes App, 2021.

Fig. 4: Carrie Rudd, Erection of the Entire Witch’s Head, 2021, oil on canvas.
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Fig. 5: Joan Mitchell, Harbor December, 1956, oil on canvas, 80 x 80 inches.

Fig. 6: Photo of mother’s journal, year unknown.
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Fig. 7: Studio work in progress, 2021. Hunter College, New York.

Fig. 8: Photo from HELP ME OBLITERATE ME, 2021. Hunter College New York.
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“A very butch painting by a heterosexual woman.”1
- John Waters on Lee Lozano’s eight foot painting of a hammer,
Untitled (1963)(Fig.1)

1

Waters, MoMA BBC, The Way I See It.
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Ep.1:
This Is Just to Say I Have Eaten the Cookie Monster Ice Cream That Was in the Icebox

(Image 1)

10

When thrusting thick globs of oil paint onto a canvas, I swell with surges of guilt--a
knee-jerk reaction that what I am doing is somehow wrong. My immediate instinct is to punish
myself, to condemn my impulse to indulge in the voluptuous properties of the medium. Sure, oils
are expensive, and a professor once likened an impasto surface to frosting on a cake. But those
drawbacks are petty. The real issue at hand, the belly of the beast, is embedded in the tumultuous
legacy of the Abstract Expressionists. I sometimes feel haunted by the masturbatory nature of
“the so-called ‘Tenth Street’ descendants of de Kooning,” 2 as referred to by Katy Siegel in her
essay Another History is Possible. If I am to smear, slash, or splatter paint like they did, then I
wonder if I must also be masturbating on the canvas. Perhaps these men were claiming their
territory–perhaps simply because they could. After all, it was Kandinsky who in 1913 said: “‘the
canvas…stands there like a pure chaste virgin… And then comes the willful brush which first
here, then there, gradually conquers it with all the energy peculiar to it.’”3 If these men felt
empowered, why is it that I default to shame when carrying out an action that is designed to
make me feel good?
Yes I feel guilty… but I must admit I like it. There is satisfaction in using paint–as
opposed to merely painting–in ways I am not expected or entitled to. A flirting of sorts with
“bad” behavior. Dorothy Spears in her article Lee Lozano, Surely Defiant, Drops In touches on
this temperament when she recounts the following said of Lozano: “‘Lee wanted to be a bad boy
very much,’ Ms. Heiss said. ‘Then she got irritated because she was always a girl in the end.’” 4
When I scour my life for other reservoirs of guilty pleasures, snapshots pop up of all the food
I’ve eaten late at night–while basking in the glow of the open refrigerator–that wasn’t mine or

2

Siegel, Another History Is Possible, pg. 31.
Chave, Outlaws, pg. 127.
4
Spears, Lee Lozano, Surely Defiant, Drops In, NYTimes.
3
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was off-limits. Often drunk. There was the leftover pork chop at 13, the ball of fresh mozzarella
at 19, the frozen dumplings at 22, the farro herb salad at 25, and of course, the pint of cookie
monster ice cream this past summer at 27. What if I made a painting that was also an admission,
an acknowledgement and maybe even celebration of using all the paint in the tube and eating the
ice cream my sister was saving for her daughter.
The painting’s dimensions are that of the refrigerator the cookie monster ice cream was
pilfered from: 65 x 30 inches. I did something I never do and bought tubes of paint specifically
for this painting with the objective of emptying them fully onto the canvas. Let me excessively
drench the surface in a regurgitated mash of fine pigment oil paint, I thought to myself. Force it
to bulge, demand it be heavy. Guilty painting collides with guilty eating.
The guiltiest poem I’ve ever read happens to be my favorite: William Carlos Williams’
This is Just To Say. I’ve traveled with the same crumpled and oil stained copy of it to every
studio I’ve had since college. It’s his confession poem:
This Is Just To Say
I have eaten
the plums
that were in
the icebox
and which
you were probably
saving
for breakfast
Forgive me
they were delicious
so sweet
and so cold5
Well, this is my confession painting. The purple orbs at the bottom of the canvas, those are the
5

Williams, This Is Just To Say.
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plums.
We couldn’t look each other in the eye the next morning. Too
embarrassed. Mortified, even. Awake until 5am fisting congealed
steak and cookie monster ice cream down our throats. Twice a
year we get to be bad like this together. To dump our hearts out
to each other, we must drink everything in sight and devour the
fridge. In–begets–out.
I told you I was afraid to have a daughter out of fear that
she wouldn’t love me as much as I love you. Then with
soaked and bloated eyes, you apologized for not being there
those weekends I needed you most. Suddenly, memories I
feared I had made up in my head, like the ones we fabricate
based on photographs, became real again. Reborn, wetter and
more open than before. Like that beauty mark on my right
forearm I pick off every few years.
The conversations we had that night have seared themselves
into my brain. Sizzling chunks of memory. Empty tupperwares
once puffed up with leftovers, frisbee-ed into the sink--a
plastic tower of our compulsive desperation. Our hunger to
be present with one another, to wholly consume each other
in that condensed spurt of late night/ early morning while
everyone else was asleep. To devise a plan to remain. To
somehow find a reliable source of sustenance. When in
doubt, eat it all NOW.
There’s a perverse comfort in overindulgent ingestion–in a knowing self-sabotage, a
conscious twisting of pain and pleasure. After your body consumes more than it can comfortably
hold, it arduously battles to digest. Experiencing my body’s drive to work hard, to right my
wrongs, excites me. When I dig into my gut, I sometimes bump into jewels buoying in the
yelping gastric acid.
I learn about my life by painting through its clumpy, tempestuous matter, by confronting
the viscid phenomena of physicality and psychology. In a sense, the ideas that fuel my paintings
are digesting, ultimately coagulating, on the surface of the painting. Often before I face a new
canvas, after an in-depth period of concept-ripening, I am constipated. Digestion begins when the
paint starts moving.
13

A sort of biological, hunger-related relationship with paint is at play, particularly in
regard to color–paint and color are esculent. What color paint would best feed me right now?
What color paint will make me sick if I eat too much of it? In the case of this painting, it is
cookie monster blue muddled with the blaring white of the enamel refrigerator. T.J. Clark asks in
his essay Bruegel in Paradise: “What would a world be like–this looks to be Bruegal’s
question–in which all human activities slowed to the pace of the large intestine?”6 Given that the
impetus for different paintings can marinate for up to a year or more, and then take months to
develop on canvas in my studio, I, like Bruegal, share a similar curiosity. The tactile, haptic, and
sometimes frenetic quality of my paintings might be essential to their phantom iterations of real
world chaos, but ultimately they are painstakingly nurtured with an intense objective of survival,
a durability for and even acceptance of critical mutation.

6

Clark, Bruegel in Paradise, pg. 86.
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A Five Paragraph Essay on Capital P Painting
Introduction:
David Reed in Streets and Studios refers to painting as a place where “insights and
perceptions (can) be turned into new ways of seeing and living in the world.”7 Put
simply, I am interested in what painting can do; in other words, "its demonstrable
capacity to keep renovating itself,"8 as Jorella Andrews observes in her book The
Question of Painting. Painting, both theoretically and materially, is a stage for active
intervention with the complexities of contemporary survival: the outright absurdity, joy,
frustration, pride, perversion, anxiety, and humor of existing right now. My paintings
emerge as a kind of necessity. In his article Making Waves: The Legacy of Lee
Lozano, Reed recalls the following of Lee Lozano: “I remember thinking that she was
a kind of warning about what could happen if you mixed art and life too closely, that it
could get very dangerous if you had no boundaries.”9 I feel a connection to Lozano as
she is seen here by Reed. My paintings derive from the world I live in—the gloriously
messy emotions and sensations I inhabit. The surface of a painting is a multifaceted
zone where sensitivity and mischief entangle, where conceptual and analytical
momentum stirs with the felt sensibilities of paint. A wrestling arena for opportunities
of perception.

7

Reed, Streets and Studios, pg. 17.
Andrews, The Question of Painting, pg. 7.
9
Reed, Making Waves, Artforum.
8
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Ep. 2:
FULL BODY WORK SPECIAL

(Image 2)
“We’ve been describing Mitchell’s building of subsequent paint layers as
‘editing.’ This term seems to appropriately point to the analytical aspect in her painting.
These marks reveal a deliberateness that counterbalances the more immediate, intuitive
aspect of her technique. That these processes play out very much in concert is key to
synthesis in Mitchell’s work.”
-Jennifer Hickey on Joan Mitchell10
Villem Flusser in his essay The Gesture of Painting states that “What you see when you
observe the act of painting are synchronized movements, that is, the ‘gesture of painting.’ At its
most basic, ‘something’ moves. But the moment you try to give ‘something’ a name, you are in
10

Hickey and Reed, Joan Mitchell’s Harbor December, pg. 316.
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trouble.”11 Drawn to precarious terrains, I’m enticed by what kind of “trouble” I might get into if
I do what Flusser suggests here and verbalize gestures of painting. The following is a list of
exactly that:
-

Facing a large blank canvas and beginning a painting with calligraphic sketchy marks
Using a dryish paintbrush to sketch large calligraphic gestures
Paint that is thrown, stretched, or sprayed
Bending bristles to flick thinned paint onto canvas
Creating tiny strands of paint from a brush being picked up and pulled across the canvas
Long looping gestures with emptier canvases
Painting white over color in order to bring the painting back to an earlier stage
Blobs of white impasto into wet
Interrupting one stroke with another that is a contrast in either vector or color
Mixing paints directly on canvas
Stippling and strokes with small brushes
Blob of impasto/squeeze of tube directly onto canvas
Gushy impasto
Wet into wet impasto
Wet over dry
‘Doubled’ marks, where a mark is extended, or echoed, in a different color; crossed over
in perpendicular
These operations were extracted from a selection of Joan Mitchell paintings. As moves I

innately know in my bones, witnessing them cataloged in writing feels exceptionally strange. On
a Sunday this past May, after months of zoom studio visits and production meetings, I performed
the above gestures, one by one, on several large canvases in my studio in front of a video camera.
As part of a film project for an upcoming Joan Mitchell retrospective, the objective of the shoot
was to animate Joan Mitchell’s use of oil paint. At the end of the summer, I returned to two of
these canvases. This painting was one of them, the other I will speak about later on.
Staring at the isolated gaggles of marks, organized on the canvas via an index of material
utterances turned linguistic articulations (Fig. 2), I became obsessed with the idea of a

11

Flusser, Gesture of Painting, pg. 62.
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performed, procedural mark (given that these marks were in fact enacted for an audience
according to a script). The space where language and instruction meet the physicality of pushing
paint around, where analysis meets the gesture of painting. Flusser says the following, alluding
to this unique space: “The goal of an analysis of the gesture of painting is not to clear painting
out of the way. Rather, it consists of entering into the enigma of painting more deeply so as to be
able to draw a richer experience from it.”12 Moving forward, I made decisions on this painting
conscious of how an active decoding of its gestures into distinct elements (as part of its process)
could catapult me and the painting itself into a version of this enigmatic realm that Flusser
proposes.
Joan Mitchell’s paintings dance with surprise and invention, yes, but her surfaces are not
arbitrary. Considering this painting is in direct dialogue with Mitchell, I leaned into an idea of the
contentious AbEx mark as categorically intuitive and spontaneous. I devised a plan for a painting
that would initially follow an outlined structure, but would at the same time boast and be
composed of exaggeratedly expressionist marks: I rotated the canvas four times, energetically
enacting the same bracketed set of Mitchell-esque written gestures with each orientation. While
controlled in production, the painting’s unabashed, self-aware use of gestural paint suggests a
conversation concerned with meaning in movement.
While building the intricate webs of brush marks that strangle this painting, I started
thinking about other modes or scenarios in my life where the act of touching is procedural,
dictated by a regiment or method--for example a physical at the doctor, a haircut, being dressed
backstage for a performance–but namely, getting a massage. With this sensory association, an
electric current of anxiety began slicing its way into the chromatic and tactile tenor of each

12

Flusser, Gesture of Painting, pg. 65.
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stroke of the painting–an anxiety particularly concerned with a hyper-awareness and anticipation
of time, broached here by Flusser:
The self-critical level of the gesture is so closely coordinated with all the other levels of
meaning that the whole gesture is imbued with it. In this sense, each phase of the gesture
is auto-analytic. The gesture not only reaches from the present into the future but also
brings an anticipated future back into the present and returns it to the future: the gesture is
constantly monitoring and reformulating its own meaning.13
Receiving a massage is a calculatedly crippling experience.
The body is handled in sections, proportioned out
symmetrically. Lying on the allegedly relaxing chopping
block, all I can think about is time. When is this going to
end. I can premeditate the finale by tracking the duration
spent on each quadrant of my front and back side. A
privileged luxury meant to calm the body and mind is warped
into an exercise in neurosis.
If I could, I would drown in a continuum of procedural
touching. Never leave its grasp.
Can I construct a painting in which this system of touching I’m both so tantalized and
irritated by does not cease, in which the strokes are both teasingly orgasmic and prescribed at
once? An obnoxious painting. The frame of the painting spins and spirals uproariously, locked in
demarcated infinity. It isn’t a blind frenzy, though, but rather one that must deal with its straining
circumstances. Each mark is deliberately flourished, amounting to a multiplex network of
coordinates, pings of charged but contained pleasure. While these moves of paint are technically
born on the surface of the painting, they are at the same time informed by an external sociality, a
set of structures already in place. The painting is a palpable point of intersection--a physical
document--of the multidirectional flow of influence and information ever-circulating within the
network. As if it is alive, it has no predetermined window of time. It edges indefinitely. Said by

13

Flusser, Gesture of Painting, pg. 65.
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Reed of Mitchell’s Harbor December (Fig. 3): “The last mark could be one that keeps a painting
forever open, unresolved.”14
The truth about edges is: if I haven’t yet, I want to.

14

Hickey and Reed, Joan Mitchell’s Harbor December, pg. 317.
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A Five Paragraph Essay on Capital P Painting
Body Paragraph 1:
Via an episodic approach, my paintings propose alternate routes for making
connections between physical and psychological phenomena. They are unrestricted
spaces for considering and developing potential ideas about events or experiences
without a direct visual translation or a reliance on identifiable, nameable forms. Stated
by Flusser, “freedom can be understood only through one’s own engagement with
phenomena, not through external observation of them.”15 The aim is not to replicate
experiences, but rather to mine their intricacies and evoke questioning, which is,
according to Andrews, the process “of investigation that may change what we take to
exist, what we take to be important and what we take to be possible.”16 Further, as
Pepe Karmel claims in Abstract Art: A Global History , “Abstract art is always rooted in
experience of the real world.”17 The real world is one I am endlessly navigating in
effort to stay afloat, not always sure what direction I am taking or where I will touch
down. The ideas I work with in painting are therefore in spirit not entirely known or
decided, but rather in flux, susceptible to change, in transition. Said by David Joselit in
Painting Beside Itself, “Transitivity is a form of translation: when it enters into
networks, the body of painting is submitted into infinite dislocations, fragmentations,
and degradations.”18 The more angles a painting can be seen, the better.

15

Flusser, Gesture of Painting, pg. 66.
Andrews, The Question of Painting, pg. 5.
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Karmel, Abstract Art, pg. 1.
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Joselit, Painting beside Itself, pg. 135.
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Ep. 3:
Erection of the Entire Witch’s Head

(Fig. 4)
A Witch once asked me for the time in Greenwood Cemetery. She came crawling out of a
bush, gasping for air and arms flailing. I think about her sometimes in my studio. I also lose track
of time while I'm here. Is my studio the same as this Witch’s graveyard bush?
I’ve always felt a kinship with the accused Witches from the Crucible. Were I born a
couple centuries earlier, I’d have been flagged with the female hysteria diagnosis and maybe
even tried as a Witch. Forget about all this depression and anxiety business: just call me a Witch
and make it simple.
The greatest Art-Witch of all time is Elsa Hildegard Baroness von Freytag-Loringhoven.
A German avant-garde artist and poet active in New York City in the early 20th century, the
Baroness took Modernism by the jugular. Her “irrationality” and overt sexuality threatened the
art world of the time’s dominant masculinity. She was most actively loathed by poet William
Carlos Williams (ironically, the author of my aforementioned favorite poem):
Williams described the Baroness’ olfactory system as follows: close up, a reek stood out
22

purple from her body, separating her forever from the clean muslin souls of Yankeedom.
It was that peculiar, pungent smell of dirt and sweat, strong of the armpit...She is
disruptive and terrifying in terms of gender (a proactively heterosexual female artist with
voracious sexual appetites, yet one who was queer in her excessiveness and bonding with
lesbian freinds), ethnicity (as a German, endowed with the very name of one of the best
known German generals during the World War I period, her father in law) as well as class
(smelly, wandering the streets, and often overtly performing her abject poverty,
notoriously refusing the personal refinements of the mostly bourgeois or upper-class
memebrs of the avant-garde). Her smell, more even than the sight of her strong,
androgynous body, threatens the integrity of Williams’ carefully maintained, new-world
masculinity. 19
The Baroness navigated her environment both frivolously and shrewdly, disrupting traditions and
expectations as she went. Laying the groundwork for Lozano, the Baroness was a true punk:
The Baroness might help us understand how the messy, personal, and subjective have--in
waves, beginning at least with the rise of identity politics in art world discourse in the late
1960s--begun to reemerge with increasing force to challenge the repressive boundaries of
this restrictive patrilineal model of art practice and art history.20
I envision her looming over a cauldron, incanting spells and brewing brilliantly absurd
concoctions. Thought festers in loopy formations, not in a straight line.
Williams’ crude description of the Baroness’ stench really hits home for me. Perhaps this
is because I fear a man has said the same of me. For as long as I can remember, I have spent
much of my life feeling embarrassed. Confronting the prickliness of internalized shame,
embarrassment, humiliation and trauma, I am constantly questioning what has caused me to
encounter so much of it. Maybe it stems from being horny as a child, from always wanting to
pervert whatever I can, from having particularly floppy labia where cysts like to grow. From
watching YouTube porn at 13 on my mom’s Dell desktop and not having the sense to clear the
browser history. From still to this day wondering if my mom has a tight vagina because all of her
child births were C-sections. Regardless of why, I choose to examine the shame head on. Often,
19
20

Jones, Irrational Modernism, pg 23.
Jones, Irrational Modernism, pg 27.
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this means making fun of myself. With the expulsion of paint, I believe in an exodus of the “little
dirties,” or rather the not so “pretty” and “appealing” itches of the psyche. Released in smaller,
less turbulent batches, a larger and unruly mess of inner turmoil is less prone to boil.
Shouldn’t it make me laugh that I often paint with one hand in
my pants?
What if I made a painting that is itself in the act of blushing (blushing = an erection of the
entire head). The flushed rouge gradually hemorrhages through the green epidermis of the
Witch’s sinus zone, the pads of her cheeks. The painting is transitive; frozen, but still
breathing--a conglomerate of visual articulations and gestures that gush from the surface of the
canvas and yet are simultaneously held within its frame.

24

A Five Paragraph Essay on Capital P Painting
Body Paragraph 2:
Points of fissure where the language of abstraction merges with the physicality of
mark-making are pivotal; how might I work within these budding territories to
recognize and prolong the throbbing pain of wanting to communicate. In disagreement
with common polarizing art historical narratives, I am drawn to painting that presents:
a foil to various conceptually driven, post-medium arguments, dominant since
the 1960s…in which art-ideas, concepts and meanings were theorized as
distinct from, and superior to, artistic concerns with materiality, medium,
aesthetics–broadly, the exploration of that which can be perceived and felt–and
the activity of art-making.”21
Painting is lush with in-betweens and exchange: where technique meets emotion,
control meets freedom, mind meets body, clean meets dirty, discipline meets Dada,
concept meets expression. Marks hold ideas, but always there is a chance something
held might slip. Beyond possessing an attitude of permanence and signature, I
believe marks have the potential to point towards fields of both possibility and
uncertainty: both and as opposed to this or that. My paintings, arranged by marks, are
bridges--stages between something that was and what that something could be, sites
for unexpected and latent unity.

21

Andrews, The Question of Painting, pg. 7.
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Ep. 4:
Raw Dogging Eyeballs (DANGER in the Deprival of Transition)

(Image 4)
26

My sister Lucy began transitioning in August. She came out to me in August of last year
but just started taking hormones several months ago. Her transition is her survival, her life-blood.
Without it we’re not sure if she’d still be here. For over a year now, I have not stopped thinking
about transitions.
When in grade school, it was common playground conduct (very poor conduct, I should
say) to make fun of the kids who wore transition lens glasses. Now, of course, 20 years later,
transition lenses are in vogue. My friend Chloe, her finger on the trend pulse, has sported a pair
of tortoise shell transition lenses exclusively for several years. Back in April, though, they were
pummelled off the bridge of her nose by the Miami ocean. As she told me this story at a friend’s
picnic, she was visibly distraught, describing her eyeballs as “raw” and painfully uncomfortable.
I quickly typed the following into the Notes app on my phone, where I hoard a majority of my
painting fodder: “Transition lenses: raw eyes says Chloe. Raw dogging eyeballs” (Fig. 5). When
Chloe lost her transition lenses, her eyes were brashly stripped of their protective film--exposed,
made vulnerable, fastened into a biological form that simply was not right. Their ability to carry
on securely was stolen by the greedy salt water of early summer. “Raw dogging eyeballs,” I
thought. There is a certain violence in choosing the phrase “raw dogging” to describe
unprotected sex. Applying it to eyeballs, though, that’s bizarre. Tones of both violence and levity
are often important, I believe, to untangling tricky concepts.
As urgency continued to intensify over the summer regarding my sister’s transition, I
kept returning to this idea of the raw dogging eyeball. How might the destruction of a transitional
dressing contribute to peril, to a feeling that something about your body is wrong? On an
extreme level, my sister’s livelihood depends on her ability to transition. The presence of
transition in Lucy’s life is quite literally essential. Chloe, on the other hand, can survive without

27

her transition lenses, but their absence made her feel unsafe--she ordered a replacement pair the
day she got home. I’m dealing with a serious subject matter, but with the injection of humor, the
agenda progresses into a reparative one:
The painter becomes real in the gesture of painting, because in it, his life is directed
toward a change in the world. It is the gesture of painting directed toward the painting to
be painted and, through it, toward others who are there with the painter: toward the
future. For what approaches the gesture of painting is the analysis of the gesture, which is
to say, the antithesis of its meaning. This dialogue of gestures, this interweaving of
concrete events, is a changing of the world, a being there in the world for others.22 69
These two engagements with transition swirled in my mind for months, synchronized
with discussions of transition also circulating in our cultural climate. As Joselit says, “What
defines transitive painting…is its capacity to hold in suspension the passages internal to a
canvas, and those external to it.”23 The thoughts I was having about these two examples of
“transition” began to take shape in painting form. I enjoy thinking about what shapes thoughts
take, or as Katy Siegel says, “the slippage between an idea and its material manifestation.”24
Typically, I am mesmerized by transitions, intersections, and blurred edges in painting. But here,
I had to actively refrain. A painting with two distinct zones. There is temptation for the two
zones to overlap and intermingle, but they are restricted from doing so. No paint from the left
side ever makes it over to the right side, and no paint from the left side ever makes it over to the
left side. If you look closely, there is a thin outline that separates the two regions, but the colors,
forms, and brushwork of each side are discordant. An impending sense of doom hovers via the
sharp dark brown points attempting to pierce the lush sherbet orange. Sections of the canvas are
left raw–a material link to the language of the painting. It is a painting that denies and prohibits
transition–therefore, it poses a threat. As it is a threat that has impacted my life significantly, my
22

Flusser, Gesture of Painting, pg. 69.
Joselit, Painting beside Itself, pg. 129.
24
Siegel, Another History Is Possible, pg. 53.
23
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hope is that it is sincerely considered: “the gesture of painting is very obviously a meaningful
movement, in the sense of a movement that points toward something.”25

25

Flusser, Gesture of Painting, pg. 63.
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A Five Paragraph Essay on Capital P Painting
Body Paragraph 3:
Fascinated with structures of thinking, I am invested in discovering how, via the
construction of a painting, I can prompt limitless modes of analysis. Any idea can
become a painting--it is how the idea is thought into being. Oil paint is the physical
medium that builds the idea into a substantial body; its material properties operating
as cognitive enunciations, a sort of spackle stuffing up some of the holes that create
absence between the brain and the hand. How might a psychological space give birth
to a physical space, and then how might the resulting physical space conjure an
entirely new psychological space? While snooping through one of my Mother’s old
journals, I found a note, seemingly fleeting, that has since heavily infiltrated my
thinking on painting (Fig. 6): “The shadow on the wall (sex) is somehow more of a
turn-on than the real thing--the idea of everything so much more appealing.” She
wasn’t consciously referencing abstract or gestural painting here, but she hits on a
pillar of the genre that I hold near and dear. Encouraged by Flusser, we see more
when we observe “the gesture as it occurs before us and in us: as an instance of
freedom. It means to try to look at the world with fresh eyes, without the prejudicial
spectacles of objectification and abstraction that come with our tradition. Then the
world would ‘appear’ again, illuminated with the splendor of concrete phenomena.” 26
Painting is a form of freedom, but in line with survival, it is a freedom that does not
exist without constraints--it is incubated within its bounds.

26
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Ep. 5:
The Furs of Joan Mitchell's Dogs: Georges du Soleil, Idée Bertie, Isabelle, Patou, Belle Bête,
Prunelle, Iva, Marion and Madeleine

(Image 4)
While researching Joan Mitchell for the video project that was shot in my studio this past
spring, I fell in love with her love of dogs. I wrote the following message to the Joan Mitchell
Foundation:

31

Hello!
I am a painter and current MFA candidate at Hunter College. This past May, I worked
with Katy Siegel and Sarah Roberts on producing a video for the upcoming Joan Mitchell
retrospective at SFMOMA and the BMA. I am working on a painting that began while
filming the video, and I would like to incorporate some information about JM’s dogs into
my process and perhaps the painting itself. Would it be possible to request some photos
of JM’s dogs and some of their names? I realize this might be a strange ask. There are
many things that fascinate and inspire me about JM, and for this painting I was hoping to
focus on her ongoing devotion to dogs (as I feel a tremendous kinship to her in that
regard) and explore the potential connections between painting and caring for them.
Please let me know and thank you so much!
Best,
Carrie
The foundation wrote back to me within the same day, keen to tell me all about Joan Mitchell’s
dogs. They sent photos, along with a list of all their names and breed types that they have on
record. While examining these images, drinking them in, I urgently craved to pet the dogs’
coats. Caress, rub, and slither my fingers through their hair. My tactile infatuation then morphed
into a visual schema, and I began weaving the fur patterns of Joan Mitchell’s dogs with the
marks and textures in her paintings.
Picking up on the second canvas residual from the shoot months earlier (Fig. 7), I
delineated areas of the rectangle as bodies–dog bodies–fashioned by layers of repeating marks.
Each body’s mark was drawn from fur patterns of Joan Mitchell’s dogs. Via individual iterations
of the mark, I started to, as phrased by Katy Siegel, “(connect) the body to abstract painting,
animating painting with a temporal, physical, and social life.”27
The bodies of fur-marks were fostered affectionately, painted and glazed over time and
with care. Groomed. I petted the paint onto the canvas as I would pet the dogs. I am interested in
correlating the nurturing of an animal with the nurturing of the surface of a painting. A sort of
mothering, even. I like to think that Mitchell doted over her paintings as she did her dogs.
27
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Jennifer Hickey validates my intuition: “The precision and variety with which these marks were
executed speak to an intense consideration. There was a complex rhythm to Mitchell’s process.
While the brushwork is confident and energetic, this reveals a grounding in the body rather than
a relenting of control or giving over to accident.”28 My friends say I love animals and plants so
much because I want to be depended on. Perhaps this is part of why I keep luring more and more
paintings into this world.
In a final critique during my first semester, a Professor told me I should merge my
“stoner brain” with my “analytical brain.” The class laughed, as did I, but that may have been the
best advice I’ve ever gotten. Devoting a large painting to the furs of Joan Mitchell’s dogs is I’m
sure ludicrous to some, but with commitment and heartfelt motivation, this painting surprised me
with its strength. Some of my most fleeting or silly lightbulb flickers become the paintings I
covet and never stop pondering, and have a huge impact on my psyche. No matter how bonkers
they are, I believe in doing my ideas justice,, and refrain from placing them in any hierarchy.

28
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A Five Paragraph Essay on Capital P Painting
Conclusion:
Each of my paintings encompasses its own set of challenges, its own specific
toggle with struggle and resilience. I’m constantly crafting and reworking routes for
conceptual frameworks that initially guide my paintings. To arrive at these parameters,
I pay close attention to the sensory and social weather systems unfurling around me,
carefully excavating my experiences both from an internal perspective and as a
spectator. I study moments and objects in my life that are sticky, moments I feel must
be painted in order to reach a more nuanced understanding. Following Maria
Lassnig’s claim that “‘the pen is the sister of the brush,’”29 I start writing. I take notes. I
make lists. I write prose. My mission is investigative: What stylistic iterations will
emerge that can best hold and express my ideas? Making connections between other
experiences, memories, texts, bites of the cultural zeitgeist, overheard comments,
films, art history, the mundane–anything could be fair game–an illogical logic develops
that may not make any kind of “sense” to anyone else, but it imbues my work with
layers of context and depth, no matter how obscure, impish or extreme. The formal
decisions I make involving size, color, value, line, layering, surface, repetition, speed
of brushwork, texture, and the inclusion and embedding of text and objects are
certainly deliberate but they might vary notably from painting to painting and often
adjust as I am working. Rather than tightly controlling interpretation, my work reflects
critically on how phenomenology may be communicated visually, it prompts a
consideration of the many conversations that varied interpretations of experience
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could lead to. Perhaps this approach toys with legibility, as I choose for my paintings
to oscillate between ambiguity and specificity, but it’s worth the risk because I’m trying
to open up a discourse that has no solution or end point--trying to voice wonder and
encourage an openness about how it feels to be alive right now. Ree Morton couldn’t
have said it better: “‘Probably the only thing that I absolutely insist on is that you can’t
see it wrong.’”30 All I ask is that you keep looking, even if doing so isn’t easy.

30
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Ep. 6:
When All The Flashlights Are Off, The Exercise Is Complete

(Image 5)
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Near the end of last semester, I was invested in more explicitly experimenting with
opening up my work to collaboration. However, I did not want to relinquish idiosyncratic control
of the brush. Can I still push the personal without being exclusively individual. I devised a
performative installation/ exercise involving a text and objects spread out throughout a large dark
room. Students were invited to join in with the disclaimer that the event would somehow result
in a painting. Everyone was given a flashlight.* After three months of concept collaging and four
months of work in the studio, I had a painting. The following are selected excerpts from the
written portion of HELP ME OBLITERATE ME, Spring 2021:
I am inviting you to join me in a text/ object/ mark-making
exercise. In conjunction with the following pages of prose, the
objects before you, and the piece of construction paper
provided, I ask that you record any thoughts/ scribbles/
anecdotes/ reflections/ shapes/ connections/ drawings/ memories/
questions/ words/ anythings etc. that may come to you or are
already on your mind. Nothing is off limits—you can rip, touch,
crumple, slash, edit, handle, and scrawl as much or as little as
you like. Don’t overthink it—allow yourself to unhinge. What you
do in no way has to “relate” to what I have given you. If you
are simply not in the mood, you can close your eyes, drift off…
When you feel satiated, which can be at any point (this is not a
test!), please turn off your flashlight. When all the
flashlights are off, we’ll know the exercise is complete. Thank
you for being here.
Prompt
GOT FINGER PRINTS TAKEN TODAY BY A WARM WOMAN SHE HAD PILLOWY
RESILIENT BREASTS THE KIND MY MOM AND FLO HAVE THE KIND I WANT
TO SUBMERGE MY HEAD IN GURGLE UP SOFT TISSUE THAT FEELING AGAIN
THAT GUT WRENCHING PANG OF SEXUAL URGENCY A NEED TO FUCKING CUM
THE TINGLE GYRATING IN THE LOWER ORGAN OF MY SO-CALLED WOMAN
BODY THE PROCEDURAL TOUCHING PUSHING ME TO THE EDGE
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pRompt
Dog starts licking his balls. It’s a long slow lap with a kind
of smack at the end. It’s how he organizes his unstructured
time.
i remember your sloppy wet kisses
i was your pet dog
what we did under the coral sheets
a winning pair, certainly
that sensitive membrane
prOmpt
Like poetry searching for language to enunciate that which
is not yet knowledge
Breath it into life
Yeah the sort of transitive process of sensation to words
to experience to knowledge to image etc etc
No set pathway, but a web of connection of sorts
I love the idea of enunciating
Enunciating as a means of getting closer to something
But an enunciation not defined by sound or speech
proMpt
Intentional ingredients but what is the hex?
promPt
showering beneath her i knew i’d always strive for my bush to be
just like hers a dense and wide equilateral triangle (SLAM THE
VANITY IN THE BUCKET IN THE BREW) this might sound peculiar
coming from a 13 year-old but i just adore his hands so firm so
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skilled wearing her undies like a diaper did she have orgasms in
her sleep too *chronic wet dreaming* does she still does she
sound the same when she growls does she taste like me and smell
like me feel good like me her lips made of
liver
prompT
Tangle, untangle, re-tangle. Now let us Paradoxically Undress
together.

*My grandfather for Christmas in 2018 bought every person in the family a mini LED flashlight,
wiping out the local hardware store of its supply. He wanted to make sure that we would all be
safe. In March of this year, I went back to the hardware store and bought every single mini LED
flashlight they had. The cashier said, “Oh, you must have known Fred.”
The details and decisions in this painting link directly back to the original happening. For
example, the diffusing red glow is taken from the red of the “EXIT” sign that crept into the dark
room (Fig. 7); the adjacent yellow light is that of the flashlight beams; the swaths of black paint
refer to the word “OBLITERATE” in the title of the performance; the sort of Elizabeth Murray
late 80s/ early 90s vibe nods to the decades-old sun-faded construction paper included in the
exercise that I uncovered in an art/crap closet at my childhood home. Despite working from real
objects, time, and location, the final painting presents a space that is unfamiliar and off-kilter.
Katy Siegel says the following of paintings in the High Times, Hard Times exhibition, and her
words apply to this work as well: “The wild, subjective colors and often illusionistic
compositions of these works create a kind of attenuated perception, a seeing in time and space
rather than instantaneous apprehensions of a design or gestalt.”31 A painting is how you make it.

31
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According to Joselit in Painting beside Itself, painting can “disrupt the representation of
stable objects, and by extension, the stasis of reification.”32 At first, the bold “EXIT” sign red
perhaps functions as an arresting come-hither. Light in painting often does so–we are charmed by
the glimmer in the eye, the reflection on the water. Similarly, in medieval cathedrals, light
pouring through the stained glass windows is meant to spiritually intoxicate, granting
magnificence to the experience of being there. At the same time, however, it is the vehicle that
drives the phenomenon of transcending to the heavens. Light lifts you up. After spending more
time with the “EXIT” sign red, I start to see it as an actual exit passage; via the power of paint,
the striking red light is both a temptation and a way out. A painting that pulls and propels at
once.

If I present a prompt, would you be so kind as to share one in
return?
32
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Thesis Image List
Image 1: Carrie Rudd, This Is Just to Say I Have Eaten the Cookie Monster Ice Cream That Was
in the Icebox, 2021
Oil on canvas, 65 x 30 inches
Image 2: Carrie Rudd, FULL BODY WORK SPECIAL, 2021
Oil on canvas, 71.5 x 96 inches
Image 3: Carrie Rudd, Raw Dogging Eyeballs (Danger in the Deprival of Transition), 2021
Oil on canvas, 96 x 72 inches
Image 4: Carrie Rudd, Georges du Soleil, Idée, Bertie, Isabelle, Patou, Belle Bête, Prunelle, Iva,
Marion, and Madeleine, 2021
Oil on canvas, 60 x 84 inches
Image 5: Carrie Rudd, When All the Flashlights Are Off, The Exercise is Complete, 2021
Oil on canvas, 70 x 60 inches
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Image 6:

Carrie Rudd, *Softboi, 2021, Oil on canvas, 79 x 8 inches.
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Thesis Installation Images
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